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his year the new Member Picnic is Saturday,
September 13 at Eagle Creek Park on the west side of 
Indianapolis. Enter via the 56th Street gate, and then 
follow the signs for the Lilly Lake shelter. The Club 
provides the burgers, brats, hot dogs and drinks (sorry no 
alcohol allowed in the park). Members bring a side dish or dessert. New members (or members that
are attending for the fir  sst time) bring your BMW and/or some stories to share with the rest of the
crowd. Food comes off the grill around 11:30am. Hang around until the food or stories run out. RSVP
to Rick Schue (rick@schue.com) by Monday 9/8.

n June 19, 2014, after a long dry spell (4 years!) the Hoosier BMW Club finally found a place to
hold an autocross — at Indy Executive Airport in Westfield. The weather was fantastic, and the 
attendance was nice. Rick and Maggie Schue were instrumental in providing the connection to the
airport — without them we would still be looking for an out of the way autocross home.

The course layout (for the most part) was fantastic! With two large adjoining sections of pavement,
we came up with a great flow. The fastest time was 55 seconds before 
lunch — which means it was a long layout! We did have 
to suspend a few times to get some planes out of the 
way — but it was worth it.

O
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auto-tours, autocrosses and the like. We have heard
the voice of the members asking us to host more 
driving events — and we want to! So, if you have
some ideas and some willingness to help create and
coordinate, please jump in!
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“And if you don’t know, now you know” 
– Notorious B.I.G.
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he road course at IMS came alive with great racing action for the third year in a row, this time with a new name, new
classes, revised track layout and new cars. Our friends at Turner Motorsports (thanks to Jay Baier) hosted our BMW group
at their GTD hauler. We got an upclose look at the 500+ HP Z4 with Will Turner, Dane Cameron and Paul Dalla Lana on hand
to answer all of our questions. Interesting fact on Turner's Z4 GTD car is that it gets a handicap of no ABS and no traction
control (but who needs that anyway).

The racing action was great with the rain just missing all of the TUSC
cars. Club members parked in the car club Corral, which was attended
by about a dozen BMWs and their owners/guests. IMS improved the
parking this year by issuing big yellow window stickers and staffed 
the car corral area with four nice young ladies who made sure we 
were parked in the right spot, eliminating any confusion that was 
experienced in past years. Most attendees sat on the mounds by the
car corral to view the races, which is, in this writer’s opinion,  one of
the best places to see the race. You get all the unadulterated engine
music, singing rubber, and that good old fashioned racing aroma.

Rob Clark from Maryland, (who was in town visiting family) gets
kudos for being the farthest traveler. We also got the opportunity 
to carefully examine his new M4 convertible for any flaws, 
manufacturing defects, etc. There were none. In fact it was just darn
gorgeous. Our apologies for any drool marks, Rob.

If you were lucky enough to get the day off work on the Monday
following the race, our corral packets included a lap around IMS in
your own car. Fortunately, the weather co-operated, and this
writer took full advantage. IMS is a special place, but it is extra
special when YOU are on the track, traveling past the yard of bricks, seeing
the pagoda and the scoring pole from the driver’s point of view. Only 354(ish) days until the next
USC race at IMS. And we can’t wait.

T

Photos by Larry Clarino

By Patrick Kiser

he past few months been great for
the BMW Club. We have been to IMS
watching the Tudor series races, 
getting an autocross back on our
schedule, and back to Putnam Park. We
really love these driving events and love to see all of
the familiar faces come out for them. Now that we have
(potentially) found an autocross location where we are
welcome back — we need your help in filling them up.
We loved all of the folks that could make the autocross
and, more importantly, that could help run it. The 
Putnam Park event, by far our most expensive event,
took a bit of a beating this year. We were unable to fill it
up. Reasons are numerous — but we need your help if
we want to continue to have events like these.

We all love driving our cars — so please come out 
and play! If you have an idea for an auto-tour, please
present it and help make it happen. With your help, we
can have more driving events like Putnam Park HPDE's,

T

It was nice to see a lot of familiar faces turn up (and 
some new ones also) at the autocross. Of course these 
familiar faces were once again the fastest in the group 
— since the event chairperson is not eligible to place, 
our friend Scott took top honors with Brian hot on his 
heels — as usual. Only one car — 
belonging to Chris Phillips — 
managed to find grass! How you 
find grass in an autocross takes 
special skills and hard tires, which 
he finally fixed after much peer 
pressure! Once again, this event 
could not have taken place without a 
lot of help. It was a group effort to make this happen! A big
thanks to all those who helped.

(continued from cover)
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he third annual Rites 'O June Driver's School was held at Putnam Park Road Course on June 20-21, in Mount
Meridian, IN. The Hoosier BMW Club and the Bluegrass BMW Club teamed up once again to host the joint event.
While the weather was great this year, unfortunately the attendance was a little bit below expectations as costs
continually rise. Those in attendance were not disappointed however!

The on-track action during the Saturday B group session kept the corner workers busy and on their toes! After
they got the urge to feel how soft the grass was out of their system things settled into a nice pace and everyone
played nicely together without any major incidences. There were a few minor mechanicals — like 27 year old
coolant hoses giving up the ghost — a few melted electrical wires from a rerouted exhaust directly below a
wiring harness....What can go wrong with that?

The event could not have been a success without a lot of volunteers and sponsors helping offset the cost. 
I'd like to thank my co-host Dave Nalley, Jerry Reamer and Neil Maller for keeping everyone happy and on
schedule — and the classroom instructors — we could not make this happen without them! Dreyer and Rein-
bold BMW chipped in $1,500 to help keep this event going, and Cashen and Associates donated $500 to keep
everyone hydrated on and off the track! A big thanks goes out to them for going above and beyond the call.

EXECUTIVE BOARD AND DIRECTORS
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SEPTEMBER
3rd Membership Meeting — Dreyer & Reinbold BMW South.

13th New Member Picnic — caravan to Chicago, Windy City 
(for those interested)

20th Hoosier Vintage Car Show

OCTOBER
1st Membership Meeting — (at Bravo, Caselton)

4 & 5th French Lick Resort/ Louisville Concours D'Elegance

18th Tire Rack Street Survival at Brownsburg (date still 
tentative)

At the time of publication not all calendar events and dates were 
confirmed. Please check our website often for an updated calendar.

A social gathering will be held the third Wednesday of each month at 6:30PM
at: Detour — An American Grille —110 W. Main St., | Carmel, IN 46032. Free
underground parking is located just north of Main St. (131st) on 1st Ave. NW.

*Visit www.hoosierbmw.com for updates, additions and 
last-minute changes.

Scan with a QR reader 
to join us on twitter.
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light will often be accompanied by very noticeable 
vehicle drivability issues. Stalling, stumbling, low idle, 
extremely rough idle, and or lack of throttle response
are very common.

One source of “EML” failure can be the throttle position
sensor. If your cars’ ECU (onboard computer) can't
read throttle position, then for safety reasons the
“EML” goes into limp mode and deactivates traction
control (traction control needs throttle position to
modulate power). On the S54 engine there are two
sensors in the engine bay, one next to the oil filter
housing and another underneath the throttle bodies
which requires removal of the air box. A third sensor
is located in the accelerator pedal. Before replacing, 
one quick test is to try unplugging, cleaning and 
reseating the TPS connector and inspect the wiring 
harness for damage.

If you are experiencing problems and don’t feel 
mechanically up to the challenge, contact your BMW
dealer or favorite independent mechanic.

f you are driving a BMW built in or after 2001 you
may have had the displeasure of standing on the
throttle only to find out you can’t get past 40 MPH.
Lighting up the instrument cluster is an unfamiliar 
signal, “EML” This "EML" warning light is an indication
of a problem with the "drive by wire" throttle control
system." This system uses a computer controlled 
stepper motor in place of a purely mechanical linkage
to control the opening and closing of the throttle body.

A flashing or solid "EML" light does not necessarily
mean you have a bad throttle body, but it is possible
since the throttle has many heavily used moving parts
(both mechanical and electrical) with tremendous 
potential to wear out and fail.

On a BMW, a soft “EML” crash gives you a limp-home
mode in which you have about a 40 mph top speed.
More commonly, however, the “EML” crashes com-
pletely which gives you a fluttering throttle butterfly
in a nearly closed position, 1100 RPM and zero
power. Shutting off and restarting the engine resets
the computer and generally allows you to drive 
normally again. All of the functions in an “EML” have 
redundant components, and the system is designed
to fail closed when it detects ANY problem. This is 
because manufacturers live in fear of charges of 
unintended acceleration.

It is a complex system, and service typically requires 
a trained/experienced technician, with access to the 
appropriate diagnostic tools. The "EML" system plays a
major role in the control of the engine. An "EML" 
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I

nother exciting scenic drive! We started the morning 
off by meeting at Indianapolis Cars and Coffee. This 
weekly gathering brings together gear heads of all

ages, showing off everything from daily drivers to high
end exotics. Over 100 cars, including BMWs, Corvettes,
Vipers, Ferrari, Lotus, a Noble M400, Alfa Romeo,
Porsche, and of course classic American muscle (including
a Barracuda convertible) were present!

After a brief driver’s meeting, we headed out! We started
with easy highways, then made our way to Rt. 44. The
scenic, twisty roads were a pleasure to drive. We made a
slight detour (thanks, Andy!) and found The Apple
Works, a wonderful farm that sells fruit, has a petting
zoo (with a peacock) and a wonderful picnic area. If
only my backyard looked 1/10th as nice!

We then continued through smaller, twistier roads. Lara
Rahman did get a little dizzy, but did NOT get sick! We
ended at Zaharakos, a 100+ year-old ice cream parlor
serving great hamburgers, chili and of course, ice cream!
The manager kindly gave us a personal tour upstairs —
where Mr. Zaharakos’s apartment has been recreated! 
The main floor has ice cream fountains from across 
the ages, some almost 150 years old! A perfect way 
to end a lovely scenic tour!

A
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he third annual Rites 'O June Driver's School was held at Putnam Park Road Course on June 20-21, in Mount
Meridian, IN. The Hoosier BMW Club and the Bluegrass BMW Club teamed up once again to host the joint event.
While the weather was great this year, unfortunately the attendance was a little bit below expectations as costs
continually rise. Those in attendance were not disappointed however!

The on-track action during the Saturday B group session kept the corner workers busy and on their toes! After
they got the urge to feel how soft the grass was out of their system things settled into a nice pace and everyone
played nicely together without any major incidences. There were a few minor mechanicals — like 27 year old
coolant hoses giving up the ghost — a few melted electrical wires from a rerouted exhaust directly below a
wiring harness....What can go wrong with that?

The event could not have been a success without a lot of volunteers and sponsors helping offset the cost. 
I'd like to thank my co-host Dave Nalley, Jerry Reamer and Neil Maller for keeping everyone happy and on
schedule — and the classroom instructors — we could not make this happen without them! Dreyer and Rein-
bold BMW chipped in $1,500 to help keep this event going, and Cashen and Associates donated $500 to keep
everyone hydrated on and off the track! A big thanks goes out to them for going above and beyond the call.
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(for those interested)
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OCTOBER
1st Membership Meeting — (at Bravo, Caselton)

4 & 5th French Lick Resort/ Louisville Concours D'Elegance

18th Tire Rack Street Survival at Brownsburg (date still 
tentative)

At the time of publication not all calendar events and dates were 
confirmed. Please check our website often for an updated calendar.

A social gathering will be held the third Wednesday of each month at 6:30PM
at: Detour — An American Grille —110 W. Main St., | Carmel, IN 46032. Free
underground parking is located just north of Main St. (131st) on 1st Ave. NW.

*Visit www.hoosierbmw.com for updates, additions and 
last-minute changes.
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auto-tours, autocrosses and the like. We have heard
the voice of the members asking us to host more 
driving events — and we want to! So, if you have
some ideas and some willingness to help create and
coordinate, please jump in!
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he road course at IMS came alive with great racing action for the third year in a row, this time with a new name, new
classes, revised track layout and new cars. Our friends at Turner Motorsports (thanks to Jay Baier) hosted our BMW group
at their GTD hauler. We got an upclose look at the 500+ HP Z4 with Will Turner, Dane Cameron and Paul Dalla Lana on hand
to answer all of our questions. Interesting fact on Turner's Z4 GTD car is that it gets a handicap of no ABS and no traction
control (but who needs that anyway).

The racing action was great with the rain just missing all of the TUSC
cars. Club members parked in the car club Corral, which was attended
by about a dozen BMWs and their owners/guests. IMS improved the
parking this year by issuing big yellow window stickers and staffed 
the car corral area with four nice young ladies who made sure we 
were parked in the right spot, eliminating any confusion that was 
experienced in past years. Most attendees sat on the mounds by the
car corral to view the races, which is, in this writer’s opinion,  one of
the best places to see the race. You get all the unadulterated engine
music, singing rubber, and that good old fashioned racing aroma.

Rob Clark from Maryland, (who was in town visiting family) gets
kudos for being the farthest traveler. We also got the opportunity 
to carefully examine his new M4 convertible for any flaws, 
manufacturing defects, etc. There were none. In fact it was just darn
gorgeous. Our apologies for any drool marks, Rob.

If you were lucky enough to get the day off work on the Monday
following the race, our corral packets included a lap around IMS in
your own car. Fortunately, the weather co-operated, and this
writer took full advantage. IMS is a special place, but it is extra
special when YOU are on the track, traveling past the yard of bricks, seeing
the pagoda and the scoring pole from the driver’s point of view. Only 354(ish) days until the next
USC race at IMS. And we can’t wait.

T

Photos by Larry Clarino

By Patrick Kiser

he past few months been great for
the BMW Club. We have been to IMS
watching the Tudor series races, 
getting an autocross back on our
schedule, and back to Putnam Park. We
really love these driving events and love to see all of
the familiar faces come out for them. Now that we have
(potentially) found an autocross location where we are
welcome back — we need your help in filling them up.
We loved all of the folks that could make the autocross
and, more importantly, that could help run it. The 
Putnam Park event, by far our most expensive event,
took a bit of a beating this year. We were unable to fill it
up. Reasons are numerous — but we need your help if
we want to continue to have events like these.

We all love driving our cars — so please come out 
and play! If you have an idea for an auto-tour, please
present it and help make it happen. With your help, we
can have more driving events like Putnam Park HPDE's,

T

It was nice to see a lot of familiar faces turn up (and 
some new ones also) at the autocross. Of course these 
familiar faces were once again the fastest in the group 
— since the event chairperson is not eligible to place, 
our friend Scott took top honors with Brian hot on his 
heels — as usual. Only one car — 
belonging to Chris Phillips — 
managed to find grass! How you 
find grass in an autocross takes 
special skills and hard tires, which 
he finally fixed after much peer 
pressure! Once again, this event 
could not have taken place without a 
lot of help. It was a group effort to make this happen! A big
thanks to all those who helped.

(continued from cover)
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his year the new Member Picnic is Saturday,
September 13 at Eagle Creek Park on the west side of 
Indianapolis. Enter via the 56th Street gate, and then 
follow the signs for the Lilly Lake shelter. The Club 
provides the burgers, brats, hot dogs and drinks (sorry no 
alcohol allowed in the park). Members bring a side dish or dessert. New members (or members that
are attending for the fir  sst time) bring your BMW and/or some stories to share with the rest of the
crowd. Food comes off the grill around 11:30am. Hang around until the food or stories run out. RSVP
to Rick Schue (rick@schue.com) by Monday 9/8.

n June 19, 2014, after a long dry spell (4 years!) the Hoosier BMW Club finally found a place to
hold an autocross — at Indy Executive Airport in Westfield. The weather was fantastic, and the 
attendance was nice. Rick and Maggie Schue were instrumental in providing the connection to the
airport — without them we would still be looking for an out of the way autocross home.

The course layout (for the most part) was fantastic! With two large adjoining sections of pavement,
we came up with a great flow. The fastest time was 55 seconds before 
lunch — which means it was a long layout! We did have 
to suspend a few times to get some planes out of the 
way — but it was worth it.

O

By Chris DunlapT
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